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SUMMARY OF ENTRIES IN THE BUILDER 1843-1883 [TBII]

Reference: 1844/80
Title: ON VENTILATING & WARMING SCHOOL ROOMS
Client:
Architect:
Builder:
H&V Engineer:
Heating System: Solid fuel stoves and ventilation by flues

Reference: 1854/210-11
Title: CITY OF LONDON ORPHAN SCHOOL, BRIXTON
Client: City of London Freeman’s Orphan School
Architect: J B Bunning
Builder: Mr Piper
H&V Engineer: Mr Benham
Heating System: Not given

Reference: 1856/86-7
Title: WELLINGTON COLLEGE, SANDHURST
Client: (Army)
Architect: John Shaw
Builder: Messrs Holland
H&V Engineer: Messrs Haden
Heating System: Not given

Reference: 1861/789
Title: GRAMMAR SCHOOL OF ST OLAVE’S & ST JOHN’S, SOUTHWARK
Client:
Architect: Allen, Snookes & Stock
Builder: John Jay
H&V Engineer: Messrs Haden (Trowbridge)
Heating System: Not given

Reference: 1861/789
Title: ST LAWRENCE’S COLLEGE, AMPLEFORTH, NEAR YORK
Client:
Architect: Charles F Hansom & Joseph A Hansom
Builder: Simpson & Malone (Hull)
H&V Engineer: Messrs Hodgson (York)
Heating System: Heating by hot water
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SUMMARY OF ENTRIES IN THE BUILDER 1843-1883 [TBII]

Reference: 1862/7
Title: ST PAUL’S CLERKENWELL, CHURCH & SCHOOLS
Client: Charterhouse Estate with Rev R Maguire (Sponsor)
Architect: T Roger Smith (Strand)
Builder: J G Carter (Hornsey)
H&V Engineer: Not given (Sanitary facilities by Jennings)
Heating System: Not given

Reference: 1864/846-7
Title: FETTES COLLEGE, EDINBURGH
Client: William Fettes (Sponsor)
Architect: David Bryce (Edinburgh)
Builder: Alexander Morrison
H&V Engineer: Mr Parnell (also ventilation)
Heating System: Not given

Reference: 1865/816-7
Title: ROYAL MASONIC INSTITUTION FOR BOYS, WOOD GREEN, TOTTENHAM
Client: Royal Masonic Institution
Architect: Edwin Pearce & B Wilson & Son
Builder: George Myers (Lambeth)
H&V Engineer: S Egan Rosser
Heating System: Not given

Reference: 1866/11
Title: WAREHOUSES & CLERKS’ SCHOOLS, RUSSELL HILL, NEAR THE CATERHAM JUNCTION OF THE LONDON & BRIGHTON RAILWAY
Client: Warehouses & Clerks’ Institution
Architect: J G Bland (Birmingham)
Builder: Mr Parker (Thrapstone)
H&V Engineer: Not given
Heating System: Heating by steam

Reference: 1867/310
Title: NEW INFANT SCHOOLS, KIRKDALE FOR THE PARISH OF LIVERPOOL
Client: Parish of Liverpool
Architect: J A Picton & Sons
Builder: John Westmoreland
Ventilation Engineer: C Watson (Halifax)
Ventilation System: Not given